
  

 

 
HIGHTHORN WORKSHOP 1 
QUESTIONS & COMMENTS 

CM/N/795/Comms-Liaison 

 

1 
Where are you getting your numbers from?! All of your replies (amount of jobs etc) are 
guesses, and you will be putting a positive spin on everything (if not directly making it up!) 

2 
A comment was made about the money made by Banks but you cannot put a price on the 
natural environment. Once wildlife/natural landscape is taken away it cannot to put back 

3 
Which map are Banks working too! Do we need 150 trucks - one every 5 mins running up 
and down the 1068 already a dangerous road 

4 
How frequent and how many lorries? How many accidents on A1068? - Houndalee - Mile 
Road 

5 In the designated area is there enough coal to be viable and to justify the disruption 

6 An accurate plan and timescale 

7 Explanation as to how the coal is to be transported - road routes!!! 

8 How is the natural habitat to be protected especially the coast line - dunes/beach etc. 

9 Why this area? 

10 
My children will not benefit from open cast mining due to health issues and later from the 
depreciation of my property 

11 Why not windfarms - "as you said yourself tonight, advancement" - to be made instead? 

12 "No" arguments there 

13 √ - Clean, free and it's long term.  X - coal dirty/temp mess!! 

14 No damage to anything 

15 Nature happy - make guided paths through those fields 

16 Some farmers can stay 

17 Paint so blends in 

18 Light pollution - 24hrs a day necessary? 

19 Maintenance of roads with heavy traffic? Transport inc. rail? 

20 
Will there be an assurance that the scheme will not be extended, given the lengthy 
timespan 

21 What % of jobs will be newly created, and what % of employees will live in local area 

22 What are the plans for restoration? 

23 What is the budget for restoration? 

24 

Given significant drop in Bond? price of coal, what assurance does the community have 
that Banks will not acquire permission and then wait until price increases - thereby 
extended time period 

25 Timescales? 

26 

Environmental concerns:- 1) how much wildlife is due to be displaced?. 2) have you 
conducted any wildlife/habitat surveys? Is so what?. 3) is the proposed mining area due to 
be excavated in one go or stages?. 4) what evidence exists regarding wildlife recolonising 
previous sites? 
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27 
Social concerns:- 1) what will be the impact of mining traffic + noise?. 2) which roads are to 
be used?. 3) is there any compensation for people living in the immediate vicinity? 

28 
What protection will be in place with regards to re-instating the land if Banks were to go 
bankrupt? 

29 What pollution matters will arise from the mining? 

30 Are Banks planning on any other opencast mining in the area (eg: around Ulgham village?) 

31 What will happen to the land after it has been mined! 

32 A Banks spokesman/woman who will answer questions 

33 
Decide whether you wish to proceed/cancel Ferneybeds, prior to doing anything with 
Highthorn 

34 

Why, when there is further land mass north of the current site, why not look up there, you 
can't due to more properties but it is fine where it is due to small numbers of people being 
effected 

35 Why do Banks, think everywhere needs changing, the landscape is perfectly fine how it is. 

36 
Why have Banks gone into renewable if coal is greatly needed, don't change your outlook, 
or is it all money driven 

37 
Local residents should be compensated just like gas pipes in certain countries as the 
landowners are getting well paid! 

38 Will the archaeology be investigated/recorded prior to excavation works. 

39 Coal price? - risk of site being uneconomical 

40 Minimise impact - have say in things, halt the proposal. 

41 Attain more information on exactly what the proposals contain 

42 Know fully Banks' intention for Highthorn - halt proposal 

43 
Detail the environmental impact - how high will mounds be - noise levels - remedies. 
Infrastructure improvements prior to the development, protect Druridge Bay! 

44 Halt proposals we need to keep our wildlife 

45 Go Away - health issues & opencast!! 

46 
Banks to not be divisive to the community and publicise how many new jobs will be created 
for local people and how the local economy will be benefitted (not just community fund) 

47 CO2 from coal = global warning 

48 "24hr mining?" 

49 What is the bigger need plan - plan beyond 2032 for the communities in this area? 

50 Abandon this scheme 

51 Wait for carbon capture and storage - 10yrs? 

52 Environmental disaster for migrating birds leave the fields 

53 How old will we be when we can enjoy our coastline again? 

54 Offsetting for geese 

55 No opencast, our beaches eroding fast enough already 

56 
An overview of potential reclamation plans:- 1) how will Banks boost biodiversity. 2) how will 
Banks protect existing wildlife? 3) Potential for tourism? 

57 Health risks to children that live next to the site 

58 Countryside never put back as it was, causing flooding everywhere 
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59 Don't destroy the beauty of Druridge Bay 

60 
Why not develop the area you already have permission for in Ferneybeds, or do you plan a 
double developments on either side of the 1068. 

61 
Saying you are environmental is a joke it will take 20yrs before it starts looking OK most 
animal will move on 

62 
1) footpaths maintained. 2) road from Widdrington Village to Creswell maintained. 3) how 
many wagons per day. 4) visual impact from dunes. 5) is the 1166 the right road to exit on 

62 Light noise and dust pollution will effect Druridge Bay - how will this be achieved 

63 

1) track records of achievements in public consultation. 2) assurance from Banks for 
upholding health consequences, 3) firm quotes of employment locally, 4) assurance of 
safety records 

64 No dust, no light pollution, no wagons - no opencast 

65 What about the wildlife & people - air quality, no opencast 

66 At least 8 yrs of mining, followed by years to repair - how is that development with care 

67 Long term - ecological benefits! 

68 Clarify that Druridge Bay is not being dug up!! 

69 Coal is the past 

70 Apprenticeship - local jobs, community benefit. What will be there when you're gone? 

71 Don't develop within 500 metres of houses (as required by law in Wales & Scotland) 

72 
This workshop is seared as if the proposal is already granted permission. Speak to those 
who don't want opencast 

73 Humility, sincerity, honesty 

74 

To encourage participants to think of the future. There has been much dissatisfaction 
around previous opencast. Ensure you update residents on new techniques and equipment 
which now alleviate many of the old problems 

75 Focus on employment 

76 
If those attending cannot put any appropriate suggestions they should either stay away or 
refrain from negative input 

77 
Important that Banks have people attending the workshops that have the necessary level of 
knowledge and authority to answer questions without having to refer back 

78 
1) respect, 2) confidence that you/we will be listened to, 3) participants encouraged to be 
forward looking 

79 Total and complete honesty at all times 

80 Banks are not the monster they are being made out to be 

81 Listen to the local people not people who live miles and miles away 

82 
16yrs for this scale and size of mine is an underestimation. What is the honest actual time 
scale going to be? 

83 Jobs for locals 

84 leave coal in the ground 

85 

Incidence of respiratory health conditions from increased particles in the air will increase 
(this was highlighted by GP's in area during last mining @ Stobswood). What will you do to 
prevent this? 

86 Local jobs 

87 What is impact on tourism? 
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88 How many actual jobs will be for local people living in and from 'this' community? 

89 How is Banks going to protect our health?? 

90 UN - world health organisation stated on the issue of partical dust that this is no safe level!! 

91 
This is the first application being proposed. What guarantee to residents have that this is 
also the only and last application? 

92 Tourism not coal 

93 How will compensation be provided for the villages? 

94 

If it does go ahead, please explain clearly and concisely to the community what exactly will 
be happening and what it will look like. Perhaps smaller workshops at a parish level to 
encourage maximum engagement 

95 Will a restoration bond be a condition of planning? 

96 Stobswood or Maidens Hall didn't impact on tourism. Why do people think Highthorn will? 

97 Why not convert to renewable energy - UN already asked for a stop on fossil fuel 

98 
Pressure on roads, roads are already NOT maintained so - 100 x 50t trucks a day will kill 
the roads 

99 
If land was available on the north side of Cresswell would Banks be interested in property 
development 

100 The amount of dust that will reach Cresswell and what will be done to stop this? 

101 We need coal!! 

102 Tourism will die in this area who would want to walk the coastal path 

103 
How much profit will Banks Mining make all on the back of destroying local wildlife habitat - 
FOREVER? I ask you what value do you place on this? 

104 Will you consider using the local rail lines, rather than road transport!! 

105 
We understand you have an arrangement with Mr Bell (it's on his deeds) - Bells Farm - are 
you aware of his proposal for sand extraction 

106 How far the industry has moved on in the last 20 years? 

107 
Druridge Bay area is littered with SSSI - Heritage cost etc. How does Banks development 
effect this positively 

108 Exactly how does Banks Mining see this development benefitting local communities? 

109 How is the current coal price effecting Bank's profitability 

110 Why is the area to the north of the C116 required by the scheme 

111 
Northumberland does not need open cast mining - tourism will bring more to 
Northumberland - as seen - do not destroy it 

112 
On your next graph ask a direct question with a direct answer eg: do you agree with the 
mine instead of the derisive, I agree the public should be involved in the development! 

113 If no is not an option why are we here? 

114 What would it take to cause Banks to pull out of this proposed project? 

115 Save our dark skies 

116 No opencast 

117 Save our land from being raped 

118 Don't Bank on Banks delivering - see Pegswood 

119 Development of Druridge Bay 

120 No opencast 
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121 Leave Highthorn as it is 

122 No opencast 

123 You have just stated you don't "seek contentious issues" so why seek to destroy this area 

124 Regenerate with tourist not raping the land 

125 Leave us alone 

126 Save Druridge from Banks 

127 Listen to the locals and visitors who don't want development in this area 

128 A joke 'Development with Care' 

129 Go Away 

130 To yet more information 

131 For the development not to go ahead 

132 The biggest hole 

133 Divide & conquer 

134 1066 

135 There was a Roman Emperor who said "I rule by dividing the people" 

136 Increased traffic, no opencast 

137 the biggest hole in Europe - "Druridge Bay" 

 


